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This study presents an unexpected correlation between the annual movie ticket sales in the
United States and Canada and the number of first-line retail  sales supervisors in New
Mexico. Using data from Statista and the Bureau of Labor Statistics,  we examined the
relationship  between these  two seemingly  unrelated  variables  from 2010 to  2022.  The
results revealed a strong positive correlation, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9240050
and a significance level of p < 0.01. Our findings suggest a surprising connection between
the  entertainment  industry  and  retail  management  in  the  Land  of  Enchantment.  This
correlation could spark some lively discussions among economists and movie buffs alike. It
seems that as movie ticket sales soar, so do the ranks of retail supervisors in New Mexico -
perhaps  they're  needed  to  deal  with  the  inevitable  surge  of  customers  seeking  movie
snacks. This unexpected link certainly adds a new dimension to the phrase "retail therapy."
Further  research  is  warranted  to  explore  the  underlying  mechanisms  driving  this
correlation  and  to  unravel  the  common  threads  between  moviegoers  and  retail
management in New Mexico.

The  field  of  economics  often  uncovers  surprising
associations between seemingly unrelated variables.
In  this  study,  we  delve  into  the  unexpected
correlation between the annual movie ticket sales in
the  United  States  and Canada and the  number  of
first-line retail sales supervisors in the state of New
Mexico. One might say this correlation is a reel eye-
opener!  The  analysis  of  this  peculiar  relationship
sheds  light  on  the  intricate  interplay  between  the
entertainment industry and retail management. 

Given  the  seemingly  disparate  nature  of  the
variables  under  investigation,  one  might  initially
assume that any link between the two would be as
elusive as a good parking spot at a popular movie
premiere.  However,  our  study  challenges  these
assumptions and uncovers a statistically significant
connection  that  cannot  be  dismissed  as  mere
coincidence.

As the popcorn pops and the candy bars stack up,
the  number  of  retail  sales  supervisors  in  New
Mexico  seems  to  follow  suit.  It  appears  that  the
demand for movie tickets goes hand in hand with
the  demand  for  retail  supervisors  in  the  Land  of
Enchantment.  One  wonders  if  there's  a  certain
"scent-sational"  allure  to  working  in  retail  during
blockbuster  movie  releases.  This  unexpected
association  alludes  to  a  deeper,  more  nuanced
relationship  between  consumer  behavior  in  the
entertainment industry and supervisory roles in the
retail sector.

Our  findings  not  only  defy  conventional  wisdom
but  also  raise  a  plethora  of  questions.  What
underlying factors drive this intriguing correlation?
Is  there  a  shared  behavioral  underpinning  to  the
choices  of moviegoers and retail  workers in  New
Mexico? The data hints at a link that is as riveting
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as  a  thrilling  plot  twist,  and just  as  deserving  of
further exploration.

In  light  of  these  compelling  results,  it  becomes
apparent  that  the  implications  of  this  correlation
extend beyond the realms of pure economics. As we
embark on this journey to unravel the unexpected
relationship  between movie  ticket  sales  and retail
supervisors  in  New  Mexico,  we  are  poised  to
uncover a connection as captivating as a box office
hit  and  as  perplexing  as  a  critically  acclaimed
mystery.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A number of scholars have previously delved into
the  intricate  world  of  movie  ticket  sales  and  its
correlations  with  various  economic  and  social
factors. Smith and Doe (2015) explored the impact
of movie genres on ticket sales, while Jones (2018)
investigated the influence of celebrity endorsements
on  movie  attendance.  However,  none  of  these
studies have ventured into the uncharted territory of
connecting movie ticket sales with the number of
retail  supervisors in a specific state,  such as New
Mexico.

In "The Economics of Entertainment" by Adams, a
comprehensive analysis of the economic dynamics
of the entertainment industry is presented, offering
valuable insights into the factors influencing movie
ticket  sales.  Taking a  more imaginative  approach,
"The Movies as History" by Film Historian delves
into  the  sociocultural  aspects  of  moviegoing,
examining how historical events and societal trends
shape audience preferences.

Moving from non-fiction to fiction, "Moneyball" by
Michael Lewis,  though about  baseball,  provides a
fascinating exploration of statistical correlations in
an unexpected context. In a similar vein, "The Da
Vinci Code" by Dan Brown, while a work of fiction,
challenges  readers  to  uncover  hidden  connections
and unexpected truths, much like our study.

Drawing from unconventional sources, the animated
series  "SpongeBob  SquarePants"  portrays  the

wacky adventures of a sponge living in a pineapple
under the sea, inadvertently providing a comedic yet
thought-provoking  lens  through  which  to  view
unexpected  correlations.  Additionally,  "Dora  the
Explorer" introduces preschoolers to the concept of
exploration and problem-solving, perhaps serving as
a  metaphor  for  our  research  journey  into
deciphering the link between movie ticket sales and
retail supervisors in New Mexico.

As  we  navigate  through  this  eclectic  mix  of
literature  and  media,  we  prepare  to  unveil  the
unexpected connection between movie ticket sales
and retail supervisors in New Mexico, culminating
in  a  revelation  that  may  rival  even  the  most
surprising plot twist.

METHODOLOGY

Data Collection:

The data for this study was sourced primarily from
Statista and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, covering
the period from 2010 to 2022. Movie ticket  sales
from  both  the  United  States  and  Canada  were
obtained  from  industry  reports  and  box  office
performance  analyses.  The  number  of  first-line
retail  sales  supervisors  in  New  Mexico  was
extracted  from  employment  data  and  industry
surveys.  It  was  important  to  ensure  that  the  data
selected  for  analysis  was  as  robust  as  a  well-
constructed plot and as reliable as a seasoned movie
reviewer.

Data Analysis:

To  explore  the  association  between  movie  ticket
sales and the number of retail sales supervisors in
New Mexico,  a  series  of  statistical  analyses  were
employed.  Initially,  a  correlation  analysis  was
conducted to ascertain the strength and direction of
the  relationship  between  the  two  variables.  The
correlation  coefficient  derived  was  akin  to  a
protagonist  –  it  revealed  the  magnitude  of  the
relationship,  while  the  significance  level  acted  as
the  twist  in  the  tale  –  indicating  whether  the
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observed association was mere happenstance or  a
meaningful connection.

Furthermore, a time-series analysis was utilized to
discern any temporal patterns or fluctuations in the
variables  over  the  study  period.  This  approach
enabled  us  to  gauge  whether  the  correlation
between movie ticket sales and retail supervisors in
New  Mexico  bore  the  same  mark  as  a  recurring
cinematic theme.

Additionally, a regression analysis was executed to
determine  the  extent  to  which  movie  ticket  sales
could predict the number of retail sales supervisors
in  New  Mexico.  This  method  allowed  us  to
ascertain whether  the observed correlation was as
predictable as a Hollywood cliché or as surprising
as an unexpected plot twist.

Oh, and speaking of plot twists, did you hear about
the  mathematician  who’s  afraid  of  negative
numbers? He’ll stop at nothing to avoid them.

Control Variables:

Several control variables were incorporated into the
analysis  to  mitigate  the  potential  influence  of
extraneous  factors.  These  included  economic
indicators  such as  unemployment  rates,  consumer
spending patterns, and retail industry performance.
By  accounting  for  these  variables,  we  aimed  to
ensure that any observed correlation between movie
ticket  sales  and  retail  supervisors  was  not
confounded by external factors, much like how an
unsolved  mystery  can  hinge  on  the  smallest  of
details.

Model Validation:

To  validate  the  robustness  of  the  findings,
sensitivity  analyses  were  conducted  utilizing
different  data  sources  and  alternate  model
specifications.  This  approach  provided  a  sense  of
reassurance that the observed correlation was not a
whimsical artifact of the data but rather a tangible
connection worthy of further scrutiny.

In  summary,  the  methodology  employed  in  this
study sought to uncover the unexpected correlation

between movie ticket sales in the U.S. and Canada
and the number of first-line retail sales supervisors
in  New Mexico.  By employing  a  combination  of
statistical techniques and data validation measures,
we  endeavored  to  untangle  this  unlikely
relationship, much like peeling back the layers of a
complex  storyline  to  reveal  its  underlying
coherence.

RESULTS

The  analysis  of  the  relationship  between  annual
movie ticket sales in the United States and Canada
and the number of first-line retail sales supervisors
in New Mexico yielded a correlation coefficient of
0.9240050,  indicative  of  a  strong  positive
correlation.  In  essence,  as  movie  ticket  sales
increased,  so  did  the  number  of  retail  sales
supervisors in the Land of Enchantment. One might
say that this unexpected correlation is a box office
smash in the world of economic research.

The  coefficient  of  determination  (r-squared)  of
0.8537853  highlighted  the  robustness  of  this
correlation, indicating that approximately 85.4% of
the  variation  in  the  number  of  retail  sales
supervisors  can  be  explained  by  the  variation  in
movie  ticket  sales.  This  finding  suggests  that  the
link  between these  two variables  is  not  merely  a
flash  in  the  pan,  but  rather  a  substantial  and
enduring relationship.

Furthermore,  the  significance  level  of  p  <  0.01
provides  strong  evidence  to  reject  the  null
hypothesis  of  no  correlation.  It  seems  that  this
correlation is about as statistically significant as a
well-executed plot twist in a blockbuster film.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

The scatterplot (Fig. 1) visually depicts the striking
positive correlation between movie ticket sales and
the  number  of  retail  sales  supervisors  in  New
Mexico.  The points  tightly  cluster  around a trend
line,  resembling  the  orderly  formation  of
moviegoers queuing up for their favorite films. This
unexpected connection between movie ticket sales
and retail supervision in New Mexico certainly adds
an element of surprise to the usually mundane world
of economic data analysis.

In  summary,  the  results  of  this  study  reveal  a
notable  and  statistically  significant  positive
correlation  between  movie  ticket  sales  and  the
number of first-line retail sales supervisors in New
Mexico.  This  unexpected  relationship  opens  the
door to further exploration and paves the way for
new avenues of research in the fields of economics
and consumer behavior. The unexpected correlation
between movie ticket sales and retail supervisors in
New Mexico is undoubtedly a reel eye-opener, and
it beckons for deeper investigation into the nuanced
dynamics at play.

DISCUSSION

The  findings  of  this  study  provide  compelling
evidence  of  a  strong positive  correlation  between
annual movie ticket sales in the United States and
Canada  and  the  number  of  first-line  retail  sales
supervisors  in  New  Mexico.  This  unexpected
connection  not  only  confirms  but  extends  prior
research  in  the  area  of  peculiar  correlations.  It
seems that the link between movie ticket sales and

retail supervision in New Mexico is no mere mirage
in the desert of economic anomalies.

Building  upon  existing  literature,  which,  to  our
surprise,  did  not  previously  explore  this  specific
correlation,  our  study  unravels  a  thread  that  ties
together  the  world  of  entertainment  and  retail
management  in  the  Land  of  Enchantment.  As
Adams  elucidated  the  economic  dynamics  of  the
entertainment  industry  and  Film  Historian  delved
into  the  sociocultural  aspects  of  moviegoing,  it
becomes  clear  that  our  study's  unexpected
correlation adds a new dimension to the scholarly
understanding  of  the  influence  of  movies  on
seemingly  unrelated  economic  factors.  It  appears
that this study's revelation is not just another twist
in  the  plot;  it  is  the  unexpected  climax  that
captivates  and  challenges  traditional  economic
thinking.

The robust correlation coefficient of 0.9240050 and
its  associated  significance  level  of  p  <  0.01  lend
credence  to  the  veracity  of  this  unanticipated
relationship.  The  statistical  strength  of  this
correlation resembles a well-crafted punchline in a
big-budget  comedy,  eliciting  amusement  and
incredulity in equal measure. Who knew that movie
ticket sales and retail  supervision in New Mexico
would make for such an unexpected duo?

Moreover,  the  coefficient  of  determination  (r-
squared) of 0.8537853 suggests that approximately
85.4% of the variation in the number of retail sales
supervisors  can  be  elucidated  by  the  variation  in
movie ticket sales. This robust proportion indicates
that  the  influence  of  movie  ticket  sales  on  the
demand for retail supervisors in New Mexico is not
a flimsy subplot but rather a compelling narrative in
the  economic  landscape.  Perhaps  we  should  start
calling it "retail supervi-cinema"!

Our  study  firmly  establishes  the  presence  of  an
unexpected  correlation  between  two  seemingly
disparate variables. The scatterplot visually depicts
the  strong  positive  relationship  between  movie
ticket  sales  and  the  number  of  retail  sales
supervisors in New Mexico, rendering it as clear as
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a  high-definition  movie  screen.  This  unexpected
correlation  challenges  the  very  fabric  of
conventional economic theory, injecting a sense of
excitement  into  the  traditionally  staid  realm  of
economic  research.  It  seems  that  this  unexpected
correlation is not just a passing fad but rather a main
feature in the theater of economic phenomena.

As  we  consider  the  broader  implications  of  this
unexpected  correlation,  it  becomes  evident  that
further  research  is  warranted  to  uncover  the
underlying  mechanisms  driving  this  phenomenon.
What unseen forces are at play in the demand for
retail  supervisors  in  New  Mexico  that  are  so
intimately linked with the ups and downs of movie
ticket  sales?  The  unexpected  correlation  between
movie  ticket  sales  and retail  supervisors  not  only
bewitches us with its intrigue but also beckons us to
delve deeper into the enigma of consumer behavior
and economic interconnections.

In conclusion,  the unexpected correlation between
movie ticket sales in the United States and Canada
and the number of first-line retail sales supervisors
in New Mexico provides a captivating twist in the
scholarly understanding of economic relationships.
This unanticipated connection challenges traditional
economic  thinking  and  paves  the  way  for  future
research endeavors that may uncover the mysterious
forces at play in the world of moviegoers and retail
management.  It  seems  that  the  only  thing  more
surprising  than  this  unexpected  correlation  is
perhaps the unexpected twists and turns of a classic
dad joke. After all, sometimes the most unexpected
correlations occur in the realm of humor!

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our study has unveiled an unexpected
and  statistically  significant  correlation  between
annual movie ticket sales in the United States and
Canada  and  the  number  of  first-line  retail  sales
supervisors in New Mexico. The robust correlation
coefficient  and  the  high  level  of  statistical
significance support the legitimacy of this peculiar
relationship.  One might  say this  correlation is  the

best thing since sliced bread - or in this case, since
the invention of the popcorn machine!

The  link  between  movie  ticket  sales  and  retail
supervisors in New Mexico, though surprising, hints
at  a  deeper  intertwining  of  entertainment
consumption and retail management. It seems that
as moviegoers flock to theaters, retail supervisors in
New Mexico stand ready to meet their merchandise
needs, perhaps armed with ticket-shaped name tags
for  the  occasion.  This  correlation  introduces  a
whole new meaning to "retail therapy" – it seems
that the movie theater  is  not the only place for a
blockbusting roster of supervisory responsibilities!

The visually striking scatterplot, akin to the orderly
formation  of  moviegoers  queuing  up  for  their
favorite  films,  adds  an element  of  whimsy to the
otherwise serious field of economic data analysis. It
seems that even statistical relationships can have a
sense of humor – one might even say they have a
particular "punny" disposition!

Overall, our findings have broader implications for
the fields of economics and consumer behavior. The
unexpected  correlation  we  have  uncovered  is  as
intriguing as a good plot twist and as deserving of
further  exploration  as  a  tantalizing  mystery.
However,  it  seems  that  the  punchline  of  this
investigation is clear: no more research is needed on
the connection between movie ticket sales and retail
supervisors in New Mexico. This correlation is as
rock-solid as a superhero's box office performance!
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